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CONNECTIVE RPA
BUILD CHANGE-READY BOTS

Seamlessly reuse automation to quickly and 
easily create resilient bots you can trust.



FAST TRACK RPA ROI
BUILD BOTS WITH SPEED & EASE
With Connective RPA from Worksoft, you can 

build better bots by leveraging the same 

automation assets you created using our 

codeless, easy-to-use test automation. And since 

Connective RPA is integrated with our Process 

Intelligence capabilities, you’ll have a clear 

understanding of what to automate to maximize 

the value of your RPA efforts. 

Reuse Automation to 
Realize ROI Faster
If your RPA requires complex script development 

or repetition of your testing or QA efforts, the 

efficiency and savings are diluted. Unlike systems 

that require costly and time-consuming bot 

development, our Connective RPA lets you 

repurpose process automation to quickly and 

easily move automation into production, avoiding 

duplicative efforts, expediting  bot development, 

and facilitating faster ROI. 

Accelerate Testing & 
RPA Strategies
Worksoft’s Connective RPA combines key 

capabilities of our leading test automation—

including navigating complex end-to-end 

processes, content and data handling, and 

dynamic change resiliency—with new RPA 

functionality for security, governance and 

lifecycle management in production, to create 

high-value RPA with unmatched speed, scale and 

peace of mind.

The RPA Orchestrator provides a control tower 

for scheduling, reporting and workflow 

management. And with encryption and non-

repudiation, your RPA logs satisfy audit

compliance requirements.

Scalable, practical and easy to use, 
Connective RPA maximizes

value, reduces risk and speeds ROI.



DYNAMIC CHANGE RESILIENCE
FLEXIBLE, SELF-HEALING AUTOMATION

Eliminate Failure Points 
with Change Resiliency
Change is a given with release schedules, custom 

development, and evolving end-user demands. 

Worksoft’s patented object action framework 

streamlines test maintenance and change 

management with a one-to-many approach.

Instead of brittle bots that leave change to 

chance and cannot adapt, our automation 

automatically replicates a change anywhere the 

object is used, saving time and resources.

How does it work? Our platform extracts every 

application it interacts with into a set of defined 

objects and attributes. These objects are 

separate from the automation steps and can 

be uniquely identified via the user interface.

Object definitions can be assigned to any object, 

whether simple or complex. Having a database of 

object types and definitions allows new objects 

to be evaluated against those definitions using 

machine learning techniques that automatically 

match new objects on the screen and classify 

them into the appropriate object type based on 

previous matches stored in the database.

A single update 
proliferates across the 
entire set of automation. 
One update to one object 
fixes thousands of steps 
in hundreds of different 
processes.

Don’t leave change to chance. 
Adapt dynamically with self-healing automation.



Apply Deep 
Expertise
Leverage 20+ years of automation for 
complex enterprise applications.

Ensure 
Compliance
Satisfy audit requirement and gain 
peace of mind from security controls 
and oversight.
.

Eliminate Bot 
Fragility
Create more durable bots the first time 
by applying proven process automation

Scale Automation
Value
Process automation reaps the greatest 
benefits when it’s applied at scale. 
Repurpose efficiency-boosting 
automation in production.

Adapt to Change
Dynamically

Adjust to process variations with ease 
using the same patented object action 
framework used for test automation.

Expedite ROI
Reduce the time and cost of
building RPA with codeless
automation platform.

“Having RPA capabilities for business users as 
part of a day-to-day process really gets our 
larger IT and business community excited 
about using automation to not only test faster 
but also complete business processes faster.”
-Cardinal Health

DIFFERENT BY DESIGN
EXPERIENCE RESILIENT RPA

v v



CLOSED-LOOP AUTOMATION
THE CONNECTIVE AUTOMATION PLATFORM

One Resilient Platform, 
Endless Possibilities

Worksoft delivers unprecedented value 

from one cohesive automation platform 

for both pre- and post-production. The 

Worksoft Connective Automation Platform 

is a truly codeless, scalable automation 

solution that seamlessly connects process 

intelligence, business process testing and 

RPA to drive comprehensive process 

insight and continuous process 

improvement.

Built for Dynamic, 
Perpetual Change
Understand, validate and run even the 

most complex business processes in an

environment of perpetual change. The

Worksoft platform uses a model-based 

object action framework to adapt 

dynamically to change and eliminate bot 

fragility and rework.

Closed-Loop Approach 
for Maximum Efficiency
With Worksoft, automation assets are no 

longer siloed between disparate systems 

and solutions. Instead, automation can 

be created, shared, and repurposed to  

understand, refine and run your business 

processes—all from a single platform. 

The result? Faster time to value with 

reduced risk and rework for your digital 

transformations.

It's time to think 
differently about 
automation, shifting 
both right and left, 
simultaneously.
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CONNECT WITH US
VISIT WORKSOFT.COM
> Request a Demo

https://www.worksoft.com
https://www.worksoft.com/speak-with-worksoft-expert
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